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Everybody is looking for a chance to increase their capital on a short or longterm basis.

Transparency and visual control are the key to success.

Mostly we don‘t have access to the necessary knowledge or experience.

In most of the cases we would simply need an unreachable amont of money.

Algo-Bot
is a semi automatic trading software, which has been developed and optimized over many

years through the knowledge of experienced traders.

It is the goal to achieve a suitable return with a decent risk management.

These parameters promise a long and stable growth of your investment.
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Your Advantages Summerized:

✓ Algo-Bot is free of charge

✓ Low initial capital (starting @ 25$)

✓ No special knowledge required

✓ Your Investment: 100% Control, 100% Overview

✓ Daily Earnings

✓ Payouts/ Reinvest, weekly possible starting @ 10$.
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You are probably wondering how can something like 

this work and being free of any charges?

✓ Our team of experienced traders and developers only earn money if the investment also generates profits

✓ This is exactly your advantage since no membership fees or any other hidden costs and expenses being charged

✓ We therefore decided to choose profit sharing

✓ Additionally, you benefit from the extensive knowledge and experience of our experts working on maximum but 

realistic investment growth

✓ All our clients will receive daily information about the generated profits and returns, including a part of your

investment and the other part represents the profit

✓ Each investment runs 1 year, means 365 days, means generating a return ~ 180% annually, which means ~ 80% 

net profit on your investment
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Algo-Bot highly rewards loyalty and team development
Invest through Algo-Bot! Starts @ 25$

~ Return:

0,7% 3,5% 15% 180%
(daily)                                         (weekly)                                      (mothly) (yearly)

Via your personal referral link you can easily build up your own team and network, earn passive income on the daily return

of your partners up to 3 levels deep

1. Level: 10%

2. Level:   5%

3. Level: 10%
Interaction is easy and simple. The basis of Algo-Bot is the secure messaging app Telegram.

Telegram has more than 400 Million trusted users around the globe.

For more information visit the „Marketing“ area inside the bot.
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Your capital which is invested runs for 1 year without return of the deposit, because the deposit is 

included proportionally in the daily return - The targets are as follows:

0,45% - 0,7% daily→ 2,25% - 3,5% weekly→ 9,74% - 15% monthly→ 117% - 180% yearly

The following calculations are based on an average calculation model.

For example, average calculated returns : 

approx. 0,57% daily// approx. 2,85% weekly// approx. 12,34% monthly// approx. 148,08% yearly
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Investment examples:

USD 250,-→ $ 1,43 daily // $ 7,12 weekly// $ 30,85 monthly // $ 370 yearly

USD 500,-→ $ 2,85 daily // $ 14,25 weekly // $ 61,7 monthly // $ 740 yearly

USD 1.000,-→ $ 5,7 daily // $ 28,5 weekly // $ 123,4 monthly // $ 1.481 yearly

USD 5.000,-→ $ 28,5 daily // $ 142,5 weekly // $ 617 monthly // $ 7.404 yearly

USD 10.000,-→ $ 57 daily // $ 285 weekly // $ 1.234 monthly // $ 14.809 yearly

USD 25.000,-→ $ 142,5 daily // $ 712,5 weekly // $ 3.085 monthly // $ 37.022 yearly

Contribution of the investment WITHOUT reinvesting.
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THE POWER OF COMPOUNDING
STARTING INVEST:

500 $
AFTER 52 WEEKS OF COMPOUNDING YOU WOULD HAVE

2.257 $
IN YOUR BALANCE

+450% YEARLY

calculated with 3% weekly profit
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THE POWER OF COMPOUNDING
STARTING INVEST:

1.000 $
AFTER 52 WEEKS OF COMPOUNDING YOU WOULD HAVE

4.515 $
IN YOUR BALANCE

+450% YEARLY

calculated with 3% weekly profit
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THE POWER OF COMPOUNDING
STARTING INVEST:

5.000 $
AFTER 52 WEEKS OF COMPOUNDING YOU WOULD HAVE

22.570 $
IN YOUR BALANCE

+450% YEARLY

calculated with 3% weekly profit
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THE POWER OF COMPOUNDING
STARTING INVEST:

10.000 $
AFTER 52 WEEKS OF COMPOUNDING YOU WOULD HAVE

45.150 $
IN YOUR BALANCE

+450% YEARLY

calculated with 3% weekly profit
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TEAM BUILDING
You have recognized the potential for yourself and decided to refer Algo-Bot to 3 friends.

Each of your friends decides to start with 1.000 $.

3.000 $
Profit

per month 390 $
10%

Profit Share 39 $

3 Person

9 Person

27 Person

9.000 $

27.000 $

Profit

per month

Profit

per month

1.169 $

3.507 $

5%

Profit Share

10%

Profit Share

58,5 $

350 $

Each is referring to another 3 friends.

Each is referring to another 3 friends.

That is the power of duplication in Network Marketing.

MONTHLY PASSIVE INCOME:   447,5 $
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TEAM BUILDING
You have recognized the potential for yourself and decided to refer Algo-Bot to 3 friends.

Each of your friends decides to start with 1.000 $.

5.000 $
Profit

per month 650 $
10%

Profit Share 65 $

25.000 $

125.000 $

Profit

per month

Profit

per month

3.248 $

16.238 $

5%

Profit Share

10%

Profit Share

162 $

1.624 $

Each is referring to another 3 friends.

Each is referring to another 3 friends.

That is the power of duplication in Network Marketing.

MONTHLY PASSIVE INCOME:   1.851 $

5 Person

25 Person

125 Person
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RE-INVE$T
The launch of Algo-Bot.Trade was more than successful, therefore we reward our community being

part of this success.

23,89% have already been paid out to you our investors. 

We would like to reward you being part of our success. 

We decided for all upcoming reinvests, to put an additional bonus on top, automatically added to the

reinvested amount.

The bonus varies between 1% and 10%.

Example.: Invest: 1.000 $ - weekly profit: 3% = 30 $ Profit / Payout

Re-Investment: + 5% bonus = 31,5 $ 

YOUR ALGO-BOT.TRADE TEAM
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A.I.T
Algo instant Transfer

Please check out the new feature „AiT“ of Algo-Bot. 

This new feature enables you to send your available funds from your balance to other

users of Algo-Bot.Trade just with few klicks.

Your advantages of "AiT":
Your downline starts instant (immediately)

Credit balance cash instant (immediately)

You have complete control
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ALGO-BOT

START

WWW.ALGO-BOT.TRADE
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ALGO-BOT.TRADE - START

1.
You get a

reflink from 

your 

sponsor.

2.
Please click

on

START.

3.
Please choose

Your

LANGUAGE.
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ALGO-BOT.TRADE - START

4.
Put in

Your

NAME.

5.
Algo-Bot.Trade

was 

SUCCESSFULLY

established.
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ALGO-BOT

INVEST

WWW.ALGO-BOT.TRADE
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ALGO-BOT.TRADE - INVEST

1.
To invest

click on 

INVESTMENT.

2.
Click on

INVEST.

3.
Enter the amount

you want to

INVEST.
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ALGO-BOT.TRADE - INVEST

4.
Send your

amount to the

ADRESS.

5.
Starting next Monday, 

under the menu item: 

INVESTMENT you will find 

your Investment as an  

„Active Investment“.
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ARE YOU READY?

FOR YOUR

INVESTMENT

WWW.ALGO-BOT.TRADE
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ALGO-BOT

MARKETING

WWW.ALGO-BOT.TRADE
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ALGO-BOT.TRADE - MARKETING

1.
Click in the

menu item on 

MARKETING.

2.
Choose between

Ref-Link & Info.
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ALGO-BOT.TRADE - MARKETING

3.
Under REF-LINK

you will find your

personal Ref-Link + 

Landingpage.

4.
Under INFO

you will find a 

summary in 

the PDF.
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WWW.ALGO-BOT.TRADE


